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The city of Alhama de Murcia had its first 
online municipal plenary meeting with Civiciti 
Meeting Manager. With more than 22.000 in-
habitants, the city is one of the few in the 
Murica Region that has maintained its normal 
plenary activity despite the Covid-19 pande-
mic.

The first online plenary session was held with a 7 point 
agenda and with complete legal guarantees and compliance 
with current regulations and national security standards. 

Given this good experience with Civiciti Meeting 
Manager, Alhama de Murcia has incorporated 
telematic voting into its usual practice from now on, and they 
will hold votes for their future municipal plenary sessions 
online.



What would you point out in our system? 
The application was incredibly versatile and very simple to 
utilize, allowing any person to vote electronically without any 
tools other than a simple smartphone, tablet, or computer 
with an internet connection or WIFI.

How has our solution helped the Alhama de Murcia 
city council? 
Civiciti Meeting Manager has helped us to adequately 
develop sessions of the organized bodies of the city council 
(Government Boards, Plenaries, Information Commissions) 
so that they could be carried out online and in compliance 
with current regulations and, especially, with the 
national security strategy.

What problems has our tool been able to solve? 
Mainly the development of online voting, which currently 
needs to meet a series of legal requirements for its validity. 
Especially with regard to the geolocation of the voter, the 
time stamp on the cast ballot, and the content of the vote. 
Through Civiciti’s application, the requirements of the natio-
nal security strategy and current regulations are met.

Do you think extensive training is necessary to use our 
solution? 
The application is quite intuitive reguarding the steps that 
must be taken for its configuration and use, not requiring 
extensive and complex training. It is a highly recommended 
application in this regard. 

What advantages did you find in using the system? 
Primarily its ease of use.  Anyone, regardless of technological 
knowledge, could make use of the platform and could vote 
electronically when necessary It was also very easy to 
manage and configure as an administrator of the applica-
tion In general, we recommend it highly for its intuitive 
characteristics.

David 
Ré Soriano 

General Secretary of 
the City of Alhama, 
talked with us about 
his experience with 
Civiciti Meeting 
Manager. 
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